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Founder’s Statement
I address you with profound gratitude. I am convinced that when we
commit to building bridge(s) of love, knowing that "It is not the
magnitude of our actions that matters, but the love that we put into
them, and that our successes do not depend on doing great things, but
in doing little things with great love" - (Mother Teresa), nothing will
surmount the indomitable resilience of our collective optimism and
goodwill in ensuring that "there can never be room for poverty that
denies anyone what is needed for a dignified life" (Benedict XVI.)
These immortal words encapsulate the vision of my life-long dream
and the pivotal anchor of my ministry. They were the bedrock upon
which I sought the assistance of our community members from
Northern Illinois University and Christ the Teacher University Parish/
Newman Center in DeKalb, Illinois. Thanks to the efforts of this most
dedicated team especially those who visited Nigeria with me in May
2008, this dream came alive in the birth of our nonprofit 501(c)(3)
charity: ImaBridge (love Bridge/I am a Bridge of love), Africa (IBA).
Rev. Fr. Godwin Nsikan Ubom Asuquo
The sole purpose of IBA is love-centered in God's original plan. It is love whose values transcend the
limitations of nationalism, religious and political affiliations. IBA galvanizes all efforts to make the world, as
much as we are able, a place of love for all, especially the most vulnerable and least privileged. To date, IBA
has had many successes in charitable programs, not only in Africa, but also here in the USA. With your
support, IBA will develop charitable programs and services consistent with our mission as a "faith-based
charity dedicated to building transformational relationships between people from dissimilar communities,
the privileged and the underprivileged," (Mission statement). In collaborating with those we serve, we seek
"not just to give fish," as the saying goes, "but to give nets, so that those we serve can learn to fish on their
own." We can accomplish this by collaborating with local African villages to implement programs and
services in the areas of health, wellness, education, and agriculture, among others. IBA also seeks ways to
assist villagers with self-sustenance as a means of alleviating, if not totally eradicating, extreme poverty in
line with the Millennium Development Goals.
Often people have asked, "How can I help?" I exhort you to prayerfully consider applying your time, talents, and treasures to activities of love through:

•

Investment: As a tax-deductible charity, we rely not only on your time, but also on financial donations
and investments. IBA operates with very low administrative overhead, so the majority of all donations
are utilized in the four key areas of focus (Health, Clean Water, Education & Micro-Finance).

•

Involvement: Your expertise and/or professional skills can help in our collective effort. Would you join
IBA as a friend and/or would you like to donate your time and services by joining our team for a short
or long term service and mission trip?

•

Intercession: We need your prayers so that all we do may be God's will, not just ours.
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Our Mission
ImaBridge Africa is a faith-based charity
dedicated
to
building
transformational
relationships between people from dissimilar
communities,
the
privileged
and
the
underprivileged. We are called to aid the
African rural poor in developing skills,
knowledge, attitudes and experience for selfreliance and the capacity to work together to
solve their leading problems to eradicate the
extreme poverty, promote gender equality,
reduce child and maternal mortality and ensure
environmental sustainability.

Our Purpose
ImaBridge Africa is organized exclusively for charitable purposes and qualifies as an exempt
organization under section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code. ImaBridge Africa is organized to
meet the requirements of the Illinois Nonprofit Business Corporation Act (805 ICLS 105/General Not
For Profit Corporation Act of 1986, as amended). ImaBridge Africa provides charitable services in the
following four focus areas; Health & Wellness, Education, Clean Water and Micro Finance.

In Imitation of our Master, we
Christians are called to confront the
poverty of our brothers and sisters,
to touch it, to make it our own and
to take practical steps to alleviate it.
- Pope Francis
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Our Story
ImaBridge Africa...it all started with a hungry college student.
Back in 2008, Fr. Godwin (now Pastor of St. Patrick Church in
McHenry), was an Associate Pastor at the Newman Catholic Student
Center at Northern Illinois University. He loves to share stories, food
and culture of his home village. At the request of one of the students,
David Lauger (now a current board member), Fr. Godwin prepared an
authentic Nigerian meal for a small group of students. The students
enjoyed that meal so much, they decided to host a Nigerian dinner for
all the parishioners. That second dinner generated over $6000 in donations and inspired five students to travel to Nigeria with Fr. Godwin. During that first trip, the donations were used for scholarships
that were awarded to 30 Nigerian students for their tuition.

A picture of ImaBridge Africa’s first
Nigerian dinner in 2008

ImaBridge founding members Nick
and Gingie Noe help prepare the feast

Those in the group that ventured to Nigeria, were touched by the
gratitude and joy of the people and by everything they witnessed.
They worked together to make a difference...therefore, the birth
of ImaBridge Africa, a faith based, 501(c)3 charitable organization. "Ima" means love in Fr. Godwin's native dialect. ImaBridge Africa means "Building a Bridge of Love to Africa" or "I
am a Bridge of Love to Africa". Now with members across
Northern IL, their goal remains the same - "building a bridge of
love to Africa", through their service and never ending love and
prayers. ImaBridge provides services in four primary areas of
focus; health, education, clean water and micro financing.

"It is not the magnitude of our actions that matters but the
amount of love that we put into them. Our success does not depend on doing great things, but in doing little things with great love."
This quote by Mother Teresa is the motto by which Fr. Godwin lives
and this motto has come to define ImaBridge Africa. Each member
of the organization has dedicated substantial time, talent and treasure
to helping the impoverished and less privileged, mostly in Nigeria,
but also here in the United States. They have responded to God's call
of charity by putting their two fish and five loaves into God's hands.
With that miracle, many who are hungry can be fed, the sick can be
healed and the homeless can be sheltered.

Visitors from Nigeria who attended our
first Nigerian dinner

Since 2008, ImaBridge has made 11 mission trips to Nigeria. Team members just completed the most
recent mission trip in January 2016. For every person making the trip, the experience has been life
changing. The Nigerian people who have so little, have a passion for the Lord and are so thankful for
what little they have. They have so much love to give in return. "I am deeply touched by the love and
generosity of ImaBridge members as well as its benefactors, said Fr. Godwin. "The incredible amount
of love and friendship we have experienced in return is really a testimony of "faith in action".
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Malaria, polio, cholera, diarrheal disease, hypertension, diabetes, cataracts and high maternal mortality are all significant health issues in Nigeria. Prevalent and widespread poverty, poor hygienic conditions, unsafe drinking water
and inadequate sanitation worsen the situation of these serious health conditions, many which result in death. Lack
of prenatal care and limited or no access to medical treatment only compounds these health issues. Since its founding
in 2008, ImaBridge Africa has led teams of volunteers to Nigeria in order to address the situation.
In 2014, we had a vision of establishing a clinic when a 40 ft. container,
filled with medical equipment, furniture and supplies, was shipped to
Nigeria. St. Thomas Catholic Church in Owot Uta Ibesikpo, AKS donated a vacant, dilapidated building for our clinic. ImaBridge, with the help
of the Friends of ImaBridge here in the U.S., many church and community volunteers in Owot Uta, and a financial contribution from The Rotary
Club of Uyo, completely refurbished and furnished the clinic. ImaBridge's Nigerian Board interviewed and hired the clinic staff; which
includes a physician, registered nurses, auxiliary nurses, laboratory staff,
a community health worker and security. On November 3, 2014, ImaBridge's vision became reality when the ImaBridge Community Health
Care Centre opened its doors and saw its first patients.
The ImaBridge Community Health Care Centre provides primary care services for the people of Owot Uta and surrounding villages. The clinic is open 24 hours a day and patients can be admitted for inpatient services and monitoring. Our health care efforts to date have made a significant impact on the people of Akwa Ibom State…but there is so
much more to accomplish!

Accomplishments
♦ Hosted health screening clinics in the rural villages of Nsit

Ibom, Akpa Utong, Owot-Uta and Ikot Edte in Akwa Ibom
State and Ozalla Isuofia in Anambra State. Provided screening
for diabetes, hypertension, malaria, HIV and other health issues for over thousands of villagers, both adults and children
over the years. Patients were assessed, had laboratory tests,
were seen by a physician, and given prescription medications
for their health issues. Local Nigerian physicians and nurses
volunteered their time for this medical mission.

♦ Delivered both prescription and non-prescription medications to Mt. Carmel Hospital in Akpa Utong, the Ozalla

Isuofia Primary Care Clinic and the ImaBridge Community Health Care Centre in Owot Uta. Donated funds to
The Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent DePaul for their women's mental health program.
♦ Provided a wheel chair and mobility to a young woman who is paralyzed.
♦ Met with the Orthopedic Surgeon who provided the initial surgery and follow-up care

for Blessing, a five year old girl born with club feet. Future surgeries are in progress.
♦ Assisted a young man to obtain a prosthetic leg after losing his in an auto accident.

Provided crutches and wheelchairs to individuals with severe health issues.
♦ Delivered an ambulance filled with medical supplies and a 4D Ultrasound machine to

St. Luke's Hospital in Anua.
♦ Conducted state-wide medical training session at Mobile Manna Foundation's Mental

Health Rehabilitation Center for mental health workers. Donated funds for the purchase of psychiatric medications and to support their skills training program.
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Clean Water

Something as simple as turning on the tap to get clean fresh water is not so easy in
Nigeria. Imagine walking 3-4 miles every morning to fetch water from the closest
river or stream and then carrying 10 gallons of water back home...balancing it on
your head! Keeping in mind that the water is not clean and safe for drinking.
Providing clean water to all Nigerians continues to be one of our main areas of
focus.
The purpose of the water committee is to raise awareness, provide technical assistance, support knowledge sharing, and facilitate the provision of humanitarian
aid, with the ultimate goal of providing safe, healthy, drinking water in areas
where it is not available or where accessibility and supply have been compromised.

Accomplishments
♦ Installed a solar powered pump on an existing borehole in Owot Uta.
♦ Inspected a water purification system that was installed on an existing borehole in
Owot Uta
♦ Established a solar powered borehole in Ikot Abasi
♦ Established a borehole in Ikot Idaha, Itu to provide clean water for the village. In
2014 this borehole was dedicated to the memory of Gingie Noe, a founding member of ImaBridge.
♦ Established a borehole in Ukot Ubo Adma village to provide water for local families.
♦ Established a borehole in Owot-Uta, Ibeseikpo. Engineered a water piping project;
installed water pipes to provide water access from four different water fetching
points along Uyo-Nung-Udo-Road.
♦ In collaboration with The Rotary Club-Uyo, refurbished the borehole at the ImaBridge Community Health Care Centre.
♦ Installed a solar powered water purification system on borehole in Owot Uta, to
provide purified water to the community and surrounding villages.
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Education
In addition to the students that received tuition during that very first trip,
ImaBridge has funded dozens of university students and seminarians that want to
continue their education and could not afford to do so. Though compulsory
primary and secondary education is becoming a priority of the Akwa Ibom State
and is provided for all children, uniforms are required to attend school. Many
families cannot afford uniforms, so their
children cannot attend school. ImaBridge
has provided uniforms for many primary
school children.

During the most recent mission trip in January 2016, the team met with 14
students who are currently receiving educational scholarships to attend
seminary, university and polytechnic schools in a variety of majors. They are
all appreciative of the opportunity they have been given and work closely with
ImaBridge during our medical missions to "pay it forward" in helping their
own people. They are truly an inspiration. ImaBridge is changing the lives of
students, that otherwise could not go to school, so they can become contributing members of society. ImaBridge's
efforts in the area of education has benefited hundreds of children.

Accomplishments
♦ Visited Goretti High School for Girls and delivered multiple laptops for a computer lab. The team also delivered non-prescription medications for the school
infirmary.
♦ Met and visited with two students that have been granted educational scholarships by a U.S. engineering business that has partnered with ImaBridge to promote engineering
education in Nigeria.
♦ Donated school uniforms to 45
children in Owot-Uta village. Though primary education is provided for all
children, uniforms are required. Many children are unable to attend school
as their families are not able to afford uniforms.
♦ Visited Cardinal Ekandem high school boarding seminary and delivered approximately $2000 in bed nets to prevent Malaria. Also donated tuition for three students.
♦ Delivered computers to Cardinal Ekandem High School and Archbishop Usanga
Memorial School in Akwa Ibom State.
♦ Assisted students by providing school supplies, books and laptops.
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Micro Finance
"Microfinance is based on the premise that the poor have skills which remain
unutilized or underutilized. It is definitely not the lack of skills which make people
poor...charity is not the answer to poverty. It only helps poverty to continue. It
creates dependency and takes away the individual's initiative to break through the
wall of poverty. Unleashing of energy and creativity in each human being is the
answer to poverty." (Muhammad Yunus, Expanding Microcredit Outreach to
Reach the Millenium Development Goals, International Seminar on Attacking
Poverty with Microcredit, Dhaka, Bangladesh, January 2003).

Microfinance is a financial service that is provided to poor or
less privileged entrepreneurs, or small business owners who
would otherwise have no financial means to start or grow
their business.
ImaBridge Africa is committed to helping native Nigerians to
support themselves. ImaBridge Africa encourages leadership
and ownership in local villages, understanding that ImaBridge
has not come to just give fish, but rather to give boats and nets so they can fish on their own. This is the philosophy that
drives ImaBridge's financing projects.

Accomplishments
♦ Provided three businesses with microfinance loans in 2015. This
includes a grocery store, paint manufacturer and furniture manufacturer. The furniture manufacturer has expanded his business operations and has hired 6 people since the loan was approved.
♦ Helped to revamp a ceramics pottery in Ikot Ebom Itam, which included the building of a new kiln. The factory produces pottery,
bricks for building and interlocking bricks. The factory helps support local villagers and their families by providing employment and
a means for them to provide for their families.
♦ Procured a cassava mill through the Girls Rights Initiative and gave it to ImaBridge to manage. In 2009, IBA in collaboration with the Justice, Development, Peace-Caritas "JDPC", supported the transportation of the cassava mill to Owot-Uta.
IBA also supported the installation of the cassava mill, a palm press and additional machinery, while remodeling a small
designated facility. The women of the village have formed a cooperative to control the business, proudly declaring themselves the ImaBridge Cooperative Society during a dedication ceremony.
♦ Secured a donation of land that will allow the Palm Press operation previously
assisted by ImaBridge to move the existing operation due to road construction.
♦ Rented small agricultural plot in Ikot Itie Udung Essien Itiaba Ekpe, ATAI,
LGA on their grounds for women to help feed their families and provide additional income.
♦ IBA helped the Women's Organization of Pius X parish in Essien Itiaba, by
providing funds for the rental of farm plots. The women earn money by selling
the produce to women in other villages, and then these women sell the produce
to people in their villages.
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Health
•

Construct and completely furnish a Surgical Theatre to enhance the services offered at the ImaBridge
Community Health Care Centre in Owot Uta, Ibeseikpo. The cost is $30,000.

•

Establish an Antenatal Clinic to enhance services offered at ImaBridge Community Health Care Centre
in Owot Uta, Ibeseikpo. Expand clinic to include Labor & Delivery Rooms. The cost is $10,000.

•

Establish a Pharmacy ($3000) and a Laboratory ($5000) to services the needs of Owot Uta and
surrounding communities.

•

Ship a 40 foot ocean going container filled with approximately $150,000 of medical equipment and
supplies for health care facilities across Akwa Ibom State. The cost is $25,000.

•

Continue to host Health Screening Clinics in rural villages across Akwa Ibom and other areas of Nigeria.
Provide needed supplies and medications. The cost is $1000/clinic.

Water
•

Purchase and installation of solar powered purification systems for each of the four existing boreholes at
a cost of $1,500 each.

•

Purchase and installation of solar powered pumps for each of the four existing boreholes. The cost is
$5,000 each.

•

Purchase & installation of two solar powered boreholes. The cost is $10,000 each.

•

Purchase and installation of a high capacity (5,000 gallons per day) solar powered water purification
system to serve the needs of larger towns. The cost is projected at $25,000.

Education
•

Commitment of $5,000 to Goretti School for Girls to pay for uniforms and schools supplies.

•

Commitment of $25,000 for grants to assist with college tuition for up to 50 students.

•

Purchase of 10 laptops and school lab equipment. The cost is $10,000.

•

Build an orphanage in partnership with an already identified US investor. The cost to ImaBridge is
projected at $25,000.

Micro Finance
•

Provide initial investment to applicants seeking a loan to start a business. Target 5 qualifying candidates
in 2016-17. The cost is $12,500.

•

Repair equipment for an existing Micro-Finance client. The cost is $1,000.

•

Provide funding to move an existing Palm Press operation and Micro-Finance client that must move its
business due to zoning changes. The cost is projected at $5,000.
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ImaBridge Board Members

Tim Madden
President

Christine Carrington
Vice President

David Lauger

Patti Preston

John Kemic

Carl Smith

Bob Sharp
Treasurer

Kathy Cebulski
Secretary

Jane Lindgren

Chandra Broughton

Carol Smith

Nikki Wallace
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Thanks to the passion of the entire ImaBridge
Africa Team, there is so much more that
ImaBridge can achieve for the people of Nigeria!
Please consider becoming a pillar for our
Bridge of Love to Africa.

Contact Information:
ImaBridge Africa
PO Box 752
Sycamore, IL 60178 USA
www.imabridge.org
imabridgeafrica@gmail.com
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